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CAPITAL PROGRAMME - MONITORING 2022/2023 
 
 
1. Summary 
 
1.1 To inform Cabinet of the progress to date on the schemes in the approved Capital 

Programme, and to report the latest position on capital resources. 
 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 That the progress made to date on the 2022/23 Capital Programme, and the budget and 

resources detailed in Appendices A and B to the report, be noted. 
 
2.2 That the current position on the Capital Prudential Indicators, as shown in Appendix C to 

the report, be noted. 
 
 
3. Background and Discussion 
 
3.1. The original budget for 2022/23 was approved by the Council on 28 

February 2022 at £28,030,000 [Min No 10]. GAC approved carry-forward of 
unspent capital budgets from 2021/22 totalling £3,015,000 [25 July [Min No 
43]]. A further £514,000 increase to the parks and open spaces budget to 
fund playground refurbishments was approved by GAC [25 July [Min No 
42]]. In addition, Cabinet [26 May 2022 [Min.No.9]], agreed an additional 
£2.2m budget for the Westgate and former Co-op site, which was then 
approved by GAC [25 July [Min No 44]]. The Head of Finance agreed an 
additional £674,000 for grant-funded projects in accordance with 
delegations. The total capital budget is now £34,433,000.  

   
3.2. Attached as Appendices A and B to this report are details of the Capital 

Programme and budget for 2022/23. These detail the resources available 
for Housing and General Fund projects respectively, and the expenditure to 
the end of September 2022.   

 
3.3 Housing Revenue Account projects 

The budget approved by GAC on 28 February 2022 was £11.978m. A total 
of £0.521m underspend from 2021/22 was approved to be carried forward 
by GAC on 25 July 2022 [Min 43], resulting in a total budget of £12.499m for 
2022/23. 
 
Information on each work stream is detailed below: 
 
Disabled adaptations - major disabled adaptions are progressing well with 
the significant ground floor extension on one property now complete.  Work 
continues on other smaller adaptation works. It is anticipated that the budget 
will be spent in full. 
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Housing IT upgrade – this project continues to be impacted by delays due 
to the new system not working as it should and not being fit for purpose. 
Issues have been escalated to the system provider, at very senior level and 
a ‘go-live’ date is now scheduled for 15 May 2023. A number of additional 
sessions for staff training and familiarisation have been organised, at no 
cost to the Council. Formal testing of the system is due to begin in 
November 2022. 
 
Garage improvement works – work to improve 10 garages has started and 
will complete within this financial year. The full budget will be spent. 

 
Playground improvements – spend to date has been on finishing the 
playground improvements at Queens Gardens. The remaining budget will 
be spent on improvements to the park at Jessamine Place. Work is due to 
start on site before Christmas and should take around 4 weeks to complete. 

 
Temple Hill Community Centre Refurbishment – discussions are ongoing 
with regard to works required at the community centre. 

 
Central Heating Renewals – the programme of works is almost complete 
with invoices still to be received for the most recent works. There will be a 
few installations over the winter period and the full budget will be spent. 

 
Rewiring – new regulations around smoke alarms which were announced in 
the summer and came into effect 1st October has meant that rewiring work 
has been diverted away from full house re-wires to wiring of the smoke 
alarms. Full budget will be spent. 

 
Asbestos removal – this budget is reactive, used for when other work 
being carried out in a property identifies the existence of asbestos, which 
needs removing. Based on expenditure to date it is predicted that there will 
be an underspend of around £35,000 on this budget this year. 
 
Rising main replacement – contractors are on site completing the works 
and the full budget will be spent. 
 
Door replacements – the contractor is making very good progress in 
relation to the programme, which will result in the fire door programme being 
completed this year. Full budget will be spent. 
 
Kitchens and bathrooms – just over half of the budget has been spent and 
work is going well. The programme is 90% bathrooms and there is a good 
sub-contractor carrying out those works. The only potential risk to spending 
the budget is that the contractors are starting to get to properties where the 
tenants do not allow access/refuse the work/do not respond. 
 
External wall rendering – work is complete on the 80 properties 
programmed to receive external wall rendering and it has been possible to 
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utilise some of the grant for some smaller measures on a number of other 
properties. Work had to be completed by 30th September and final grant 
paperwork and reconciliation is currently being completed. 

 
Energy efficiency improvement works – this budget is to be used 
replacing out of date electric heating in around 12 properties. Surveying is 
currently underway on these properties and the work programme is being 
finalised. 
 
Door entry systems – work to the door entry systems at Gunn Road are 
complete and a further tender for works at Alamein Gardens is almost 
complete subject to the completion of the Section 20 consultation period. 
There is no concern that the budget will not be spent. 
 
Fascia/soffit replacements – this work is carried out alongside the roof 
replacement works and the programme is on track to be completed by the 
end of the financial year. 

 
Roof renewal – this programme of works is progressing well and the full 
budget is on track to be spent by the end of the financial year. 
 
Roof tanks/water mains supply – there is bad water pressure in areas of 
Gunn Road and work is to be done to help improve that using this budget. 
Work has not yet started but is forecast to be complete by the end of the 
financial year. 
 
Communal areas – work is progressing on communal roofs, flooring 
improvements, sheds and fencing. However, it is likely that the final costs of 
these will not require full use of the budget. At this stage, it is anticipated 
that there will be a £400,000 underspend.  

 
External chimneys – the full budget is forecast to be spent on chimney 
work carried out alongside the roof replacement works. 
 
Lift replacement -  there are three schemes with lift works to complete. A 
tender has been completed to appoint the contractor and work will 
commence in November and is due to finish in February. There may be a 
small underspend of around £30,000 on this project. 

 
Major repairs – there is a need for significant structural repair works in 
Leonard Avenue due to subsidence. Surveys are currently being done to 
assess the work required which will either mean underpinning is required or 
in some cases demolition and re-building. The work is unlikely to be 
completed during this financial year so there could be an underspend which 
will be required next year to ensure the work can be finished.  There are 
some other structural issues across the borough, which will also use some 
of this budget.  
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Window replacement – four blocks in Gunn Road are due to have window 
replacements completed within this financial year and the full budget will be 
used. 
 
Supported housing – work is progressing well on the fire alarm installation 
works across the supported housing schemes, with two of the schemes now 
complete and a total of 80% of the fire alarm installation likely to be 
completed by the end of the financial year. Work can then begin on 
redecoration of the schemes. At this stage, it is envisaged that there will be 
around £500,000 unspent by the year-end, which will need to be carried 
forward to complete the works.  
 
New Homes – there is likely to be a significant underspend compared to 
budget this year due to work at Gilbert Close still not being progressed 
beyond demolition. Archaeological investigations are however now complete 
on the site and have not resulted in changes to the build plans. Work is 
likely to start in January subject to reasonable weather. 
 
There are two properties under consideration for purchase. One is a four-
bed house, which is currently with solicitors to complete and the other is a 
two-bed flat, which is subject to valuation and approvals.  
 
The Westgate Road project is progressing to detailed design stage but will 
then require planning approval. It is unlikely that work on site will start within 
this financial year. 
 
New homes are part funded using 1-4-1 receipts (40%) with the remaining 
funding being met by the HRA. The Council has to spend retained right to 
buy receipts within 5 years of receipt. Despite the forecast underspend this 
year, the Council is well within target to spend the receipts it holds and will 
therefore not need to make any repayments to Central Government this 
year. 

 
3.4 General Fund projects:  
 

The budget approved by GAC on 28 February 2022 was £16.052m. A total 
of £2.494m underspend from 2021/22 and £3.388m of additional budget 
was approved by GAC 25 July 2022 [Min 43], resulting in a total budget of 
£21.934m for 2022/23. 

 
 Comments on the main ongoing schemes are as follows: 
 
  Acacia Hall – the initial budget of £13,000 is for repair works to Building D 

on the Acacia Hall site. There has been no progress made on this project 
due to other projects being progressed by the newly appointed Major 
Projects & Asset Management Officer. A virement of £12,000 was agreed, 
under officer delegation, from the Civic Centre budget to the Acacia Hall 
budget to fund works to the Acacia Hall pond. Work has begun on this 
project to remove and house the existing wildlife and drain the pond.  
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IT equipment – the installation of new multi-functional device printers 
across the Authority is almost complete. Quotes are being sought for the 
purchase of laptops, thin clients and monitors which are to be purchased 
together to achieve bulk purchase savings. Some smaller projects that were 
to be funded by capital during 2022/23 were completed toward the end of 
the last financial year and therefore there is likely to be an underspend of 
around £50,000 this year. However, the IT team are reviewing their planned 
capital expenditure for next year to see if they can bring forward some of 
their plans to this year to utilise that underspend. 
 
The Orchard Theatre – the £30,000 budget is to allow for any small capital 
works that may be required during the year. There is nothing currently 
earmarked for this but there may be some works required to the roof that 
could require the use of this budget. 
 
Other corporate properties – the £30,000 budget is to allow for any small 
capital works that may be required during the year. Just over £2,000 has 
been used to complete the refurbishment work at Watling Street Cemetery. 
There is nothing else currently earmarked for this budget. 
 
Leisure and open spaces – work is due to commence on the first of five 
playground refurbishments/replacements at Darenth Country Park in 
October. Darenth Country Park’s playground equipment will be completely 
replaced with new wooden equipment in keeping with its environment. A 
mixture of replacement and new equipment will also be installed in parks in 
Jessamine Place, Worcester Park and Hesketh Park. Each is scheduled to 
take four weeks to complete. Central park’s playground is to undergo a 
complete transformation with brand new equipment, water play and outdoor 
gym. Work on Central park is due to start in November and is likely to take 
three months to complete. Early indications are that there may be an 
overspend on this project of around £200K. This will be funded by likely 
underspends on the Columbaria project and other capital projects subject to 
approval by the relevant Director. 
 
Cliff maintenance works – work is going well although suffered a short 
delay whilst approval was sought from KCC to progress with stabilisation of 
their road. The work is currently on target for completion in February 2023 
and under budget at £3.3m. 
 
Fairfield leisure centre energy efficiency works – installation of pool 
covers and new LED lighting at Fairfield leisure centre has been 
recommended in order to save energy and therefore generate savings. 
Prices have been received and work will be carried out soon. A bid has also 
been made to Salix for funding for additional decarbonisation works at 
Fairfield and if successful, the installation of PV panels and air source heat 
pumps will be installed during 2023/24. 
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Stone Lodge – this project is for work required under planning permission 
associated with the sale of the land at Stone Lodge.  The land sale is due to 
complete in January 2023 and work on this project will not start in earnest 
until then. The work will not be completed within this financial year. 
 
Dartford Town Centre Transport and Public Realm Improvements - 
Phase 1, Market Street has been largely completed. The area to the rear of 
Iceland is awaiting installation of planters where delivery was delayed. The 
eastern planter adjacent to Market Street will now be installed in January 
2023.  

 
Granite paving on Lowfield Street, opposite the Priory Centre, will be 
completed once the Bellway hoarding here is removed and the new 
permanent green roof bus shelter will be installed. This work has been 
incorporated into the new contract for the Phase 2A improvements works at 
Instone Road which are due to start December 2022 and continue until 
August 2023. 

 
Phase 1A works have recommenced, with the Council directly procuring 
materials and with a new contractor implementing the works. Works to One 
Bell Corner, the new lighting and the new rising bollards are due to be 
completed March 2023. 

 
Design work continues on Phase 3 Hythe Street and Phase 3A Spital Street 
(the latter phase being funded by the Community Infrastructure Levy). 
Phase 4 Westgate Road/Hythe Street and Kent Road junction 
improvements including signal improvements initial scoping and traffic 
modelling is starting 

  
Across the sector, pricing by prospective contractors has been severely 
affected by industry-wide uncertainty, materials shortages and 
unprecedented increases in shipping costs as well as recent rising inflation 
and fuel costs- meaning that it is necessary to apply caveats and larger than 
normal levels of contingency. The pressure on the project funding has 
therefore increased significantly since the phasing scope was initially set out 
in 2017. Additional funding options are therefore being investigated to 
support Phase 5, which is the area of Home Gardens close to Overy Liberty 
and other potential additions to the project. 

 
High Street improvements – this is linked to the Town Centre 
improvements. Priority has been given to progressing the main works but 
the new project manager will review the works to be done and progress this 
aspect of the project later in the year. 
 
Fairfield improvement works – a specification has been written to create 
additional car parking spaces at Fairfield. A procurement process is due to 
be conducted shortly. 
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Columbaria – as there are significant lead in times for the materials for the 
columbaria and due to the likely overspend on the leisure and open spaces 
budget, this project will not be progressed this year. The unspent budget will 
be vired to fund the playground works. 

 
Civic Centre refurbishment – this budget was initially for the installation of 
fire doors and refurbishment of the lifts in the Civic Centre. Following staff 
suggestions, a further budget of £20k was requested to fund creation of an 
outdoor space for staff use and this work is now complete. As fire door work 
was able to be brought forward and was completed during 2021/22, £12,000 
of this budget has been vired to the Acacia Hall budget to fund pond works. 
The procurement process has been started for the works required to the lifts 
but due to lead in times for some of the parts, it is unlikely that the work will 
be completed during this financial year. 

 
Community Infrastructure Levy expenditure – the budget was for work 
on the Darenth Valley Landscape partnership and Darenth River bridge. 
Neither of these projects have progressed as expected this year and it is 
anticipated that there will be no expenditure during 2022/23. 
 
Vehicle replacement – the final Ford Ranger vehicle, ordered by 
Enforcement & Regulatory Services, has now beenreceived and the final 
invoice is due. 
 
Green homes local authority delivery scheme – this scheme for the 
installation of energy efficiency measures in low-income households in both 
Dartford and Dover completed 30th September 2022. The scheme has been 
very successful and collation of the final invoices for this project is currently 
underway. Subject to final confirmation, it is believed the full grant has been 
spent by the Council.   
 
Green homes local authority delivery scheme 2 – the Council has been 
awarded grant funding under the Green Homes Local Authority Delivery 
Scheme Phase 2. This Scheme aims to improve the energy efficiency of 
homes of low-income households, help to reduce fuel poverty, phase out 
high carbon fossil fuel heating, and deliver progress towards the UK’s 
commitment to net zero by 2050. The work and use of the grant was co-
ordinated by Dartford Borough Council for private properties within the 
borough of Dartford and Dover. The Scheme ended 30th September 2022. A 
total of £449,000 has been spent on 37 measures including solar PV, 
external wall insulation, flat roof and internal wall insulation, cavity wall 
insulation and loft insulation. The final invoices are being processed and 
returns being completed. The project is subject to final audit verification. 

 
Outside school attended enforcement system – two new cameras (in 
addition to four existing ones) were installed on 1st September and went live 
shortly after. The invoice is awaited. 
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Parks & cemeteries vehicles – the two 4x4 vehicles have been ordered 
with the first due to be delivered in March 2023. The second 4x4 has no 
delivery date, as yet, but it is unlikely to be received during this financial 
year. The mini digger & dumper truck have not yet been ordered, but an 
assessment has been made into what is required and an order is likely to be 
placed soon.  As one of the 4x4 vehicles will not be received within this 
financial year, there will be an underspend on the budget this year of 
approximately £38,000. 
 
Business property – the legal process to complete the purchase of the 
Nucleus is still ongoing. 
 
Air quality monitoring station improvements – this project involves 
making improvements to three air quality monitoring stations in the borough. 
Monitoring equipment for the first station in Bean has been ordered but 
delivery may be up to 12 weeks. The location of the town centre station was 
subject to the town centre works but it has now been agreed that the station 
will remain in its current location. Work is to begin shortly on the 
improvements. Parts are on order for the final station at St Clements.  All 
work is due to be completed within this financial year. 
 
Manor Gatehouse works –the new Major Projects & Asset Management 
Officer is working on this project as priority. Meetings have been held with 
procurement and a procurement process is imminent. A consultant is 
carrying out surveys and determining the scope of works. 

 
Parks & open spaces equipment – this budget is for the purchase of a 
new wood chipper. The specification has been agreed and an order is due 
to be placed soon. 
 
Fairfield defect works – discussions are on-going with Places for People 
Leisure Management Ltd about the work to be done. 
 
Decarbonisation works – work is complete on the installation of 
photovoltaic panels (PV) and air source heat pump heating at the Civic 
Centre and 99% complete at the Orchard Theatre with just the management 
system, which will control all of the plant, currently being installed. PV is 
currently being fitted at the Acacia Hall gym with final commissioning due for 
21st October 2022.  This will complete the project. 
 
Skate park repairs – work started on site on 20th September to break up 
and replace the damaged area of the skate park. Concrete was poured on 
4th October and the fencing removed and site cleared on 6th October.  Work 
is complete and the invoice is awaited. 
 
Warm homes – the Council received grant funding to install first time gas 
central heating in properties across Kent. The project completed in May with 
a total of 64 properties across Kent benefiting from works under the 
scheme. 
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Westgate & former Co-op site – following the mutual termination of the 
Development Agreement with Muse, Cabinet approved the purchase of a 
freehold interest in the Co-op site development from Homes England on 26 
May 2022 [Min.No.9]. Heads of terms have been issued and solicitors 
instructed with completion expected by the end of 2022. 
 
Disabled facilities grants (DFGs) – the Council has been able to complete 
the award of 32 discretionary assistance grants, 5 disabled facilities grants, 
20 safe and secure grants and 5 hospital discharge grants so far this 
financial year, significantly more than at the same point last year. At this 
stage, it is anticipated that the budget will be exceeded. The Council 
receives grant funding from Central Government to fund the DFGs and has 
unspent grant from last year that will be used to fund the likely overspend.  
 

3.5 Resources 
Usable receipts brought forward into 2022/23 totalled £23.752m of which 
£18.762m are unrestricted receipts that can be used for any capital scheme. 
£4.990m is restricted to the provision of new social housing (141 receipts). 
The 141 receipts are required to be used on the provision of new social 
housing, within five years of the receipt, and match-funded in the ratio of 
40:60 by other funding.  
 
Grants and contributions bought forward from 2021/22 totalled £2.376m with 
a further £2.502m likely to be received this year to fund capital expenditure 
during 2022/23. In addition, Community Infrastructure Levy income brought 
forward from 2021/22 totalled £24.559m and it is assumed a further £1m will 
be received this year. 
 
By the end of September 2022, capital receipts of £939,500 had been 
received from the Discounted Sales Scheme at The Bridge.  
 
The Council has received £111,262.50 in part settlement of the compulsory 
purchase of the horse sanctuary in Bean for highways improvement works.  
The matter is expected to complete this financial year.  
 
£21,910 was received for sale of the Mayoral car. 
 
To the end of June 2022, ten Right to Buy sales were completed, giving a 
capital receipt of £1.7m, before pooling.  

 
The Council’s sale of land at Stone Lodge is progressing. Contracts were 
exchanged on 30th June 2022. Completion is expected early in 2023. A 
capital receipt of £14.7m will be received upon completion.  
 
Total capital receipts this year are forecast to be around £16.6m, which 
includes further receipts expected from the sale of discounted sale 
properties and the land sale at Stone Lodge. 
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4 Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 
 The capital programme covers many individual projects and will contribute to 

meeting many of the objectives in the Corporate Plan. 
 

5 Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments 

 
Financial Implications The total capital budget is £34.433m. 

Appendix A shows the Housing Revenue 
Account budget for 2022/23, which stands at 
£12.499m. 
Appendix B shows the General Fund capital 
programme for 2022/23, which stands at 
£21.934m. 
Anticipated capital receipts, grants and 
contributions are expected to be sufficient to 
fund the majority of the schemes in the 
current year with a small contribution from 
revenue/reserves. 

Climate impact assessment Climate impact assessments are completed 
by the project managers for individual 
projects. 

Legal Implications None 
Staffing Implications None 
Administrative Implications None 
Risk Assessment There is a small risk of committed schemes 

needing to be curtailed due to lack of capital 
finance; this risk is mitigated by regular and 
sound budget monitoring and reporting. 

 
6 Appendices 
 

Appendix A - Capital Programme, Budget and Resources– Housing Projects 
2022/23 
 
Appendix B - Capital Programme, Budget and Resources – General Fund 
Projects 2022/23 
 
Appendix C – Prudential Indicators 
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